Floor Locks

Double Pedal Design

This superb floor lock is unmatched in design and performance, and is adaptable to all types of portable equipment. The double pedals will not allow the operator to place foot under the load. Large steel disc has non-marking rubber pad for non-slip floor contact. All steel construction eliminates maintenance. Electroplated zinc finish.

How To Operate:

- Simply press down on the larger pedal to set positive locking force of 90 to 120 lbs. against the floor.
- Press down on the release pedal and spring quickly returns lock to non-operating position.
- Both pedals are out in front for safety and ease of operation.

Floor Lock Locations:

- Cutaway side view illustrates compression and retraction springs.

No. 634-FL

Expandable Stems

Expandable Stems, Swivel

When ordering you must list a suffix letter to designate the desired stem size.

- A = 1/2 to 1
- B = 1 to 1 1/2
- C = 1 1/2 to 2 1/4
- D = 2 1/2 to 3 1/4
- E = 3 to 3 1/2
- F = 3 1/2 to 4
- G = 4 to 4 1/2
- H = 4 1/2 to 5
- J = 5 to 5 1/2

“WK” Brakes Available.

Angle Iron Stems

028 SERIES SWIVEL

“028” Series has double ball bearing swivel. The angle bracket caster can be attached from the outside or inside. Electroplated finish. Nut and bolt axles.